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Why a lecture 

series?
• A community of learning 

and action

– Moving forward amid covid

• A resource

– for teachers and learners

• A challenge

– Additional resources and 

information

– Interactive elements



Recap

What should we talk about next 

week?

a) Geo-engineering

b) Different ‘frames’ of responses, 

or ways to think about climate 

change

technological, moral, development 

issue….etc.

c) Major barriers to action 

primarily psychological

d) Covid and climate change

e) More about Adaptation and 

resilience



Overview of 

today’s talk • Review: Climate change 

adaptation and mitigation

– and geo-engineering

• Framings of climate change

• Covid and the climate



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS
In Squamish’s adaptation strategy, the 

three near-term priorities are:

a) Sea level rise, river flooding and 

forest fires

b) Sea level rise, river flooding and 

extreme precipitation

c) flooding, health and agriculture

d) Extreme precipitation, forest fires 

and flooding



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS
In Squamish’s adaptation strategy, the 

three near-term priorities are:

a) Sea level rise, river flooding and 

forest fires

b) Sea level rise, river flooding and 

extreme precipitation

c) flooding, health and agriculture

d) Extreme precipitation, forest 

fires and flooding



Adaptation and 

Mitigation (and…?)

Adaptation Mitigation

Cause/effects Consequences Causes

Sectors Planning, water 

agriculture

Transportation, 

energy, building

Benefits Self (then others) Others (then self)

Scale Local changes

Short term

Global changes

Long term

Image: Squamish Chief



…and 

geoengineering?

Definition: Deliberate, large scale 

intervention with natural systems
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Framing climate 

change



Language and 

the environment

(eco-linguistics)

Thanks Keely!
kkidner@squamish.ca

mailto:droulston@squamish.ca


Climate 

change is a:

market 

problem

Climate change is fundamentally a market problem 

that can be best addressed by market solutions



Climate 

change is an:

equity

problem

Climate change is fundamentally related to global 

inequities: to address climate change we must rethink 

global development patterns.



Climate 

change is a:

moral 

issue

Climate change is fundamentally a moral 

problem that calls upon us to rethink our 

selves and our relationship with the earth.



Climate 

change is a:

technical 

problem

Climate change is primarily a technical and 

knowledge problem: it is best addressed 

through research and technological solutions.



Climate 

change is a:

long term 

issue

Climate change is a problem that is here to stay: we 

need to learn how to live with a changing/changed 

climate.



Climate 

change is an:

EMERGENCY!

Climate change poses real threats to our 

lives and the lives of our children: we 

must act immediately and decisively. 



Discussion Question 

1 Which framing of climate 

change resonates most strongly 

with you:

a)Market

b)Inequity

c)Technical

d)Moral

e)Long term

f) Emergency



Discussion Question 

2 Which framing of climate change do 

you think would resonate most 

strongly with your parent’s friends:

a)market

b)Inequity

c)Technical

d)Moral

e)Long term

f) Emergency



Discussion Question 

3 Which 2 frames of climate 

change would combine to form 

the strongest/best messaging 

about climate change: 

a) Market and technical

b) Inequity and Moral

c) Emergency and moral

d) Emergency and technical

e) Long term and technical

f) Market and inequity



Over to Keely

Language and the 

environment

(eco-linguistics)



Uniting the 

Frames 















Other 

frames Local vs global



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

In a psychological study, which of these 

was/were found to be a reliable and 

significant predictor of climate change 

engagement

a) Place attachment

b) Gender

c) Having received local-specific 

messaging

d) Having received global 

messaging

e) Income level



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS
In a psychological study, which of these 

was/were found to be a reliable and 

significant predictor of climate change 

engagement

a) Place attachment

b) Gender

c) Income level

d) Having received local-specific 

messaging

e) Having received global 

messaging
From Scannell and Gifford: 

http://eab.sagepub.com/content/early/

2011/11/10/0013916511421196



Communicating 

about climate:

R. Olson
• Tell stories! 

• Be specific

• Know your audience

• Communicate risk and uncertainty 

appropriately

• Give short positive messages

• Face to face is better! 

Interesting talk: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb42

wgAm_aE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb42wgAm_aE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xb42wgAm_aE


Communicating 

about climate:

IPCC author 

handbook

• Be a confident communicator

• Talk about the real world

• Connect with what matters to your 

audience

• Tell a human story

• Lead with what you know

• Be visual

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2017/08/Climate-Outreach-IPCC-communicat

ions-handbook.pdf



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

During the lockdown response phase to 

Covid, China’s GHG emissions were 

estimated to have decreased by

a) 25%

b) 30%

c) 33%

d) 40%

e) 50%



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

During the lockdown response phase to 

Covid, China’s GHG emissions were 

estimated to have decreased by

a) 25%

b) 30%

c) 33%

d) 40%

e) 50%

https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-coronavirus-set-to-

cause-largest-ever-annual-fall-in-co2-emissions

https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-coronavirus-set-to-cause-largest-ever-annual-fall-in-co2-emissions


POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

Based on analysis of emissions in 

China, the EU carbon market, Indian 

power sector, US emissions and other 

sources (with estimates increased to 

account for missing data), global 

emissions in 2020 are expected to be

a) About equal to 2019

b) 2.8% lower than 2019

c) 5.5% lower than 2019

d) 8.3% lower than 2019

e) 10% lower than 2019



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

Based on a global  analysis of 

emissions in China, the EU carbon 

market, Indian power sector, US 

emissions and other sources (with 

estimates increased to account for 

missing data), global emissions in 2020 

are expected to be

a) About equal to 2019

b) 2.8% lower than 2019

c) 5.5% lower than 2019

d) 8% lower than 2019

e) 10% lower than 2019https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-coronavirus-set-to-

cause-largest-ever-annual-fall-in-co2-emissions

https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-coronavirus-set-to-cause-largest-ever-annual-fall-in-co2-emissions


Covid and 

climate



Covid and 

climate friendly 

responses
• shift road space for distanced active 

transportation, dining, etc.

• Support working from home 

initiatives

• Support local farming

• Public infrastructure programs 

related to Evs, resource recovery, 

renewable energy. 

Policy insigts brief: prepared by CEA and BC Climate Leadership Council



Discussion 

question

…please pick 2

What major lessons would you like to 

see carried forward from our 

experiences with Covid.

a) More remote working (ie working 

from home)

b) More remote meeting (ie using 

technology rather than in-person)

c) Greater focus on staying near 

where you live

d) Reduced consumption and 

consumerism



Discussion 

question

…please pick 2 Others!? 



Questions and 

discussion

Thank you!

Ian Picketts
ipicketts@squamish.ca

mailto:ipicketts@squamish.ca


Adaptation Concepts

Adaptive Capacity: Ability of a system to undertake 

effective adaptation measures

Reflect likelihood of experiencing 

conditions, and the consequences

The susceptibility of a system

• a function of exposure, sensitivity 

and adaptive capacity

Exposure and 

sensitivity:

Vulnerability:

Actions to prepare for, or 

respond to, the impacts of 

climate change

Adaptation:

42


